NEW EXPERIENCES
THAT GO BEYOND
IMAGINATION
Luxury, power, elegance: these are the cornerstones of a lifestyle capable
of telling the story of a unique world, the world of Ferrari. Conceived to
satisfy your desire for exclusivity, here is a series of experiences designed for
those who have the Prancing Horse branded in their blood.
Passione Ferrari GT Club is a selection of emotions born to exalt a timeless
passion and share with a lucky few the uniqueness of a timeless dream.

PASSIONE FERRARI GT CLUB 2019

GT
TOURS

Live your secret adventure
A one-of-a-kind experience for a limited number of Ferraristi. A selection of
breathtaking itineraries to discover the most enchanting and exclusive European
locations. The GT Tours are a continuous discovery, a succession of exclusive
emotions to be experienced all in one go.

ICON
TOURS

To make history on the roads of myth
Events capable of stimulating the imagination of every enthusiast. The Great
Classics that have made and continue to make the history of motor sports.
The Icon Tours are an opportunity to be in the spotlight and experience the most
legendary routes as the absolute protagonist on board of your own Ferrari.

SPORT
TOURS

Discovering international circuits
Emotional journeys through the borders of Europe, to reach the most iconic
circuits as your final destination and unleash your true racing spirit. A perfect
balance of lifestyle experiences, country-road driving, topped off with activities on
track to test the limits of your Ferrari.

GT
TOURS

GT TOURS

ITALY - TUSCANY
April, 5TH - 7TH

SWITZERLAND - SWISS ALPS
May, 24TH - 26TH

SPAIN / FRANCE - BASQUE COAST
May, 10TH - 12TH

UK - SCOTLAND
June, 7TH - 9TH

STRAORDINARY
TOURS IN
DAILY LUXURY

GERMANY - BAVARIA
June, 28TH - 30TH

At the heart of GT Tours lies a careful selection of five dream
destinations. Renowned for their charm, these iconic places reveal
their amazing beauty only to the eyes of Ferrari customers.
The endless vineyards of Chiantishire, the picturesque Basque
Coast, the imposing peaks of Gstaad, the regal St. Andrews or
the elegant Tegernsee Lake, are all places chosen with a single
goal: to galvanize you.

GOURMET EXPERIENCE

LUXURY HOTEL

SELECTED
EXPERIENCES,
EXCITING
MOMENTS

SECRET ADVENTURE

Experiencing the world of Ferrari means
adopting an exclusive lifestyle every single
day. For this reason, each GT Tour offers
unprecedent experiences characterized
by moments you will never forget.
LUXURY HOTEL
Luxurious structures, with every kind of
comfort, further enhance the experience
of every GT Tour. Each of them is a real
pearl of taste and elegance where you
can make unforgettable memories.

GOURMET EXPERIENCE
Meticulously selected restaurants offer
original and refined gourmet proposals,
able to combine the exclusivity and
authentic gastronomic identity of the
land in which they are located.
SECRET ADVENTURE
Each unique location hides a series of
wonders and unparalleled adventures.
GT Tours unlock exclusive experiences,
to discover evocative places and live
unique moments, transforming the
travel experience in a memorable lifetime
experience.

GT TOURS

ICON
TOURS

THE CHANCE
YOUR FERRARI
WAS WAITING FOR

ICON TOURS

TOUR AUTO
OPTIC 2000
April 29 TH - May 4 TH
As one of the most inescapable events of the historical rallies calendar, the Tour Auto offers one of the
most gorgeous set of classic vehicles in the world. Nearly 240 cars from all over the world will compete
starting from the Grand Palais in Paris. 2000 kilometers on small French roads, driving on famous circuits
of the Hexagon and prestigious rally specials. If this event proposes to live with the rhythm of the race, it
is for most an exquisite lifestyle experience across the large cultural heritage and wonderful landscapes of
France. The unique program of the Tour Auto makes this event unmissable for all automotive enthusiasts.

TARGA FLORIO
FERRARI TRIBUTE
October 10 TH - 13 TH
Fresh off celebrating its centenary in 2018, Ferrari Tribute to Targa Florio has become a truly unmissable
opportunity to really live your passion for the Prancing Horse to the fullest. This iconic event on the streets
of Sicily allows owners of Ferraris from any point in time to participate in a three-legged course, on the same
streets where great drivers from the past such as Juan Manuel Fangio, Arturo Merzario and Nino Vaccarella
wrote unforgettable pages of this glorious race. The competitors and their beautiful cars come from all over
the world to admire the streets that led two myths such as Ferrari and Targa Florio to triumph, and the
environmental and cultural beauties of an island that keeps on surprising its visitors.

LUXURY HOTEL

THE THRILL OF RACING

CARRY ON
AN EXCLUSIVE
TRADITION

A JUMP INTO HISTORY

Treat yourself and give your Ferrari the
chance to be the star at some of the
events that made the history of motor
sports. Don’t miss the opportunity to
live the thrill of the race, pampered by
the comforts of a luxury experience.

LUXURY HOTEL
Luxurious structures, with every kind of
comfort, further enhance the experience
of every Icon Tour. Selected to be a real
pearl of comfort and elegance where
you can relax and recharge the batteries
after a long day of racing emotions.

THE THRILL OF RACING
Each Icon Tour takes you on the racing
grid of some of the most exemplary
races in the world. Whether you’re lined
up ready to unleash the Prancing Horse,
or living the atmosphere of the weekend,
you’re in for an unforgettable experience.

A JUMP INTO HISTORY
Share your passion for the Prancing
Horse with other loyal collectors and
enthusiasts. Surround yourself with
remarkable models that made the
history of Ferrari at some of the iconic
motor sport weekends in Europe.

ICON TOURS

SPORT
TOURS

FASTEN
YOUR SEALTBELT,
THE FUN BEGINS

SPORT TOURS

A unique mixture of country-road driving and activities on circuit to treat your Ferrari to a
complete experience, both on and off the track. Discover some of the most renowned European
circuits and join the Passione Ferrari experience once you reach your final destination.

VALENCIA
March 29 TH - 31 TH
Main Legs:
Duration:

Madrid (E), Barcelona (E)
3/4 Days

IMOLA
September 27 TH - 29 TH
Main Stops:
Duration:

Zurich (CH), Lugano (CH), St. Moritz (CH), Bormio (I), Antica Corte Pallavicina (I)
3 Days

LIVE YOUR
PASSION LIKE A
REAL DRIVER

Travel to discover the "cathedrals" of motor sport and learn about
the excellence of the places that host them. The Sport Tours are a
series of emotional journeys, with some of the most iconic European
circuits as their final destination.
A perfect balance of lifestyle experiences, topped off with activities
on track, as VIP guests of Passione Ferrari, to unleash your true
racing spirit.

SPORT TOURS

MEMBERSHIP
PACKAGES

PASSIONE FERRARI GT CLUB 2019

BECOME PART
OF THE
EXCLUSIVE
PASSIONE
FERRARI
GT CLUB

JOIN THE CLUB AND ENTER A
WORLD OF DIVERSE MOTOR SPORT
EXPERIENCES
The exclusive Passione Ferrari GT Club
is born with one goal in mind: to give
you the opportunity to live it up with
your own Ferrari on a variety of motor
sport situations.
No matter what your true calling is,
whether it’s the circuit, or a weekend
trip, this club will give you a full
spectrum of what the Ferrari world is

all about. Lifestyle events, iconic rally
gatherings, and racing events to truly
test the limits of your Ferrari with a full
360 degrees experience. Join, meet
and make memories with other Ferrari
car owners and take advantage of this
exclusive club.
The membership fee gives you access
to a selection of Ferrari packages and
includes a series of benefits as well as
customized Ferrari equipment and
experiences you will never forget.

PASSIONE FERRARI
GT CLUB PACKAGES
GT Club Membership
•
•
•
•

GT Club Membership required before purchasing any package
Due to a limited number of exclusive packages, event selection is subject to a first come, first served criteria
Logistic support may be available for all tours upon request
Car rental service available for GT Tours only (subject to availability)

€ 1.200 + VAT

GT CLUB 360º
• The complete package includes access to one GT Tour, one Icon Tour, and one Sport Tour
€ 10.500 + VAT

GT CLUB COMBO | GT + ICON

GT TOUR SELECTION

• Package includes access to one GT Tour and one Icon Tour

• Access to one GT Tour from the selected locations

€ 7.500 + VAT

€ 3.500 + VAT

GT CLUB COMBO | GT + SPORT

ICON TOUR SELECTION

• Package includes access to one GT Tour and one Sport Tour

• Access to one ICON Tour from the selected locations

€ 6.000 + VAT

€ 4.500 + VAT

GT CLUB COMBO | ICON + SPORT

SPORT TOUR SELECTION

• Package includes access to one Icon Tour and one Sport Tour

• Access to one SPORT Tour from the selected locations

€ 7.000 + VAT

€ 3.000 + VAT

GT CLUB COMBO | GT TWIN
• Package includes access to two GT Tours
€ 6.500 + VAT

PASSIONE FERRARI GT CLUB 2019

Sport Tour
VALENCIA

GT Tour
TUSCANY

Icon Tour
TOUR AUTO
OPTIC 2000

GT Tour
BASQUE COAST

GT Tour
SWISS ALPS

GT Tour
SCOTLAND

GT Tour
BAVARIA

Sport Tour
IMOLA

Icon Tour
TARGA FLORIO
FERRARI TRIBUTE

March 29 TH - 31 ST

April 5 TH - 7 TH

April 29 TH - May 4 TH

May 10 TH - 12 TH

May 24 TH - 26 TH

June 7 TH - 9 TH

June 28 TH - 30 TH

September 27 TH - 29 TH

October 10 TH - 13 TH

For further information and reservation
please contact your Official Dealer.

ferrari.com

